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STREAK SNAPPED

The feeling in the Ole Miss locker room following Saturday’s 41-20
win over Auburn was something that had been missing for a couple
of years, but the Rebels know they still have a long way to go.

THOMAS GRANING | The Daily Mississippian

BY BENNETT HIPP
jbhipp@go.olemiss.edu

On the field after Ole Miss’
41-20 win over Auburn, it was
apparent just how much it
meant to the Ole Miss program
to snap its 16-game Southeastern Conference losing streak.

Sophomore defensive end
C.J. Johnson jumped up and
down in the end zone after
the win on Saturday, waving a
towel and wearing a big smile
in the aftermath of his first conference win since arriving in
Oxford.
“Seven hundred and some-

thing days, amazing,” Johnson
said. “(The locker room) was
crazy. It was one of the greatest locker rooms I’ve been in.
Everybody’s pumped up, and
we should be. We just won a
football game in the SEC.
That’s big.”
Junior running back Jeff Scott

bent over in the end zone after
the final Bo Wallace touchdown, the emotion of earning
his first conference win in over
two years getting to him.
“It feels good,” Scott said.
“Once I scored that touchdown, I just knew it was over.
I kind of got emotional or

whatever, but I was trying to
keep everything in. The fans,
they deserve it. The coaches
deserve it. The players deserve
it.“
The reaction from the players and fans after the game is
See REBELS, PAGE 4

Homecoming week wraps up
BY ADAM GANUCHEAU
thedmnews@gmail.com

THOMAS GRANING | The Daily Mississippian

2012 Ole Miss Homecoming Queen Courtney Pearson waves at the crowd during the Homecoming parade Friday night.

After a week of events leading up to homecoming weekend, the celebration at Ole Miss
wrapped up with a plethora of
activities in which students,
alumni and fans could participate.
The homecoming parade
on Friday evening kicked off
the final festivities, impressing onlookers on University
Avenue and the Square. The
parade featured members of
the homecoming court riding
in sports cars, the Pride of the
South Marching Band and creative papier-mache floats from
various campus organizations.

Soon after the parade ended,
the first Square Jam took place,
featuring three-point and dunk
contests from the Ole Miss
men’s and women’s basketball
teams.
Much more took place Saturday morning before the football
game, including the Black Student Union/Black Alumni and
Friends Tailgate, the annual
Alumni Association meeting
and an alumni awards induction ceremony on the football
field, in addition to the usual,
ever-lively Grove activities.
The homecoming court was
recognized during halftime,
highlighted by Courtney Pearson, Ole Miss’ first black homecoming queen.
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Freedom to snack
BY ANNA RUSH
akrush1@gmail.com

It’s that time of year again.
Time to buy roughly 15 gallons worth of Halloween
candy. If you are like me,
you tell yourself it’s just in
case trick-or-treaters come
by, but deep down you really know it’s to consume copious amounts of Reese’s and
Milky Way Midnight Darks.
Halloween has always
been my favorite pastime.
I rarely miss a trick-or-treat
opportunity, and luckily
with young cousins I still get
to relive the childlike wonderment of trick-or-treating.
One thing I have noticed
in the past few years is a
growing trend in “healthy
treats.” Back in my Ariel
and ribbon dancer days, you
typically had only one annoying neighbor who would
give out apple slices in lieu
of Milk Duds. Today, you
will find several shamefully
T H E D A I LY
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healthy households on your
trick-or-treat route.
This anti-delicious candy
movement is not limited to
just Oct. 31. As America’s
waistline expands, there
have been recent federal
regulations put in place to
help curb our cavity-producing appetite. Should we
be granted the freedom to
snack?
In 2010, first lady Michelle
Obama
introduced
the
Health, Hunger-Free Kids
Act.
This act, among other things, is designed to
create school lunch and
breakfast programs that
will improve nutrition for
American school children.
School meals will now be in
line with current nutritional
standards, meaning whole
grains, portion control and
more fruit and veggie options.
The reasoning behind it
is that kids get the major-
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ity of their meals at school,
and whether they live in a
healthy household or not,
every student should have
access to healthy food when
in school (more information regarding the act can be
found at www.fns.usda.gov).
While I agree with the reasoning behind the act, my
inner school kid screams,
“NO MORE CORNDOG
NUGGETS?!?!”
However, these golden,
greasy delicacies are a warranted casualty with one in
three American children
being over overweight or
obese, according to the
American Heart Association.
Excessive weight at young
ages leads to higher and earlier death rates in adulthood
as well as a wide variety of
health issues that were previously not seen until adulthood (www.heart.org).
By
providing
healthy
lunches in schools, hopefully kids will develop more

The Daily Mississippian welcomes all comments.
Please send a letter to the editor addressed to The Daily
Mississippian, 201 Bishop Hall, University, MS, 38677
or send an e-mail to dmeditor@gmail.com.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and no
longer than 300 words. Third party letters and those
bearing pseudonyms, pen names or “name withheld”
will not be published. Publication is limited to one letter
per individual per calendar month.
Student submissions must include grade classification and major. All submissions must be turned in at
least three days in advance of date of desired publication.

healthy lifestyles that they
will carry through into their
adult lives. Children don’t
have the capacity to regulate
what they eat or the information to make sound nutrition
decisions.
While it pains me that kids
might not get to enjoy Sour
Punch Straws (strawberry is
the best) during Field Day or
a Blue Bell ice cream sandwich alongside cheesy chicken over rice, the governmental regulations are in place to
help build a healthier, slimmer future.
So, if you have some trickor-treaters show up at your
door, give them the good
stuff because they are actually having to learn to eat their
vegetables.
Anna Rush is a second-year
law student from Hattiesburg.
She graduated from Mississippi
State University in 2011. Follow her on Twitter @annakrush.
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Letter
to
the
Editor
Stop-and-frisk policies are dangerous
COLUMN

BY ALEXANDRA WILLIAMSON
aewilliamson@me.com

“Dude, I’m gonna break
your f----n’ arm, then I’m
gonna punch you in the f----n’
face.”
Sounds like a holdup, right?
Or a mugging? Nope, it’s a
police officer working for the
NYPD.
But naturally there was a
good reason for treating the
guy like that. I mean, he must
have just been caught running
away from a crime scene or
resisting arrest or something.
Oh, no? He wasn’t even doing anything wrong? Alright,
then.
A few days ago, an audio
recording surfaced of three
plain-clothes NYPD officers
doing a stop-and-frisk of a
teenager named Alvin in
Harlem last summer.
Basically, in a stop-andfrisk, cops can stop you, order you to assume the position and check to make sure
you have no weapons on you.
Nationally, probable cause is
thrown out the window in favor of “reasonable suspicion.”
When you listen to the recording, you can hear Alvin
say that he’s already been
stopped a few blocks back.
The police are unconcerned
with this. When he verbally
objects to being frisked again,
he is asked if he wants to go
to jail. Alvin inquires as to
the grounds of this possible
arrest. The police respond it
would be for being “a f-----g
mutt.”
Isn’t that lovely.
See, the thing about this
incident is not that the cops
are behaving with such dis-

regard for Alvin’s rights. It’s
not even that the officers literally threatened to break
his arm and punch him in
the face, nor that they hurled
racial slurs at him. It’s that
they stopped Alvin in the first
place.
Remember that under the
Fourth Amendment, citizens
of the U.S. have “the right of
people to be secure in their
persons, houses, papers, and
effects, against unreasonable
searches and seizures...” and
in fact, that right “shall not be
violated.”
In Terry v. Ohio, the Supreme Court upheld the right
to a narrow exception to the
Fourth Amendment, allowing
for these stop-and-frisk encounters.
Under this decision, it is
legal for a police offer with
reasonable suspicion of some
illegal activity or wrongdoing
to stop anyone on the street,
question them and frisk them
to check for weapons.
But what determines reasonable suspicion? According
to the majority opinion in the
Terry case, the officer executing the stop-and-frisk “must
be able to point to specific
and articulable facts” leading
to their suspicion of wrongdoing.
This is a national standard,
and, upon hearing the audio
and seeing Alvin explain it
for himself in the YouTube
video “The Hunted and the
Hated: An Inside Look at the
NYPD’s Stop-and-Frisk Policy,” any reasonable person
would conclude that the officers obviously did not meet
it.
But in New York, there is an

even higher standard that the
police have to meet to search
a person or seize their effects.
Article I, Section 12 of the
New York Constitution states
that the officers have to meet
a burden of “probable cause,
supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched,
and the persons or things to
be seized.” This is somewhat
relaxed for stop-and-frisk encounters, in that the police
must have a greater suspicion
of wrongdoing in cases of minor infractions of the law and
vice versa.
However, it is explicitly
stated in the majority opinion establishing this sliding
scale that if the stop-and-frisk
is “undertaken with intent to
harass or ... based upon mere
whim ... or idle curiosity,” it
violates the constitution. I
think it’s safe to say that this
is what happened in Alvin’s
case.
So this has happened in New
York. Great. Why should you
care? Because there is nothing stopping OPD or UPD
from doing this to you.
If you’re intoxicated and
hanging out in front of the
bar waiting on a taxi, they can
stop you. If you’re running to
catch a ride and look behind
you quickly to make sure
there’s not a car back there,
that warrants a justified stop.
What happened to Alvin
was a violation of his constitutional rights on a number of
levels. Yours could be next.
Alexandra Williamson is an
accountancy senior from Frisco,
Texas. Follow her on Twitter @
alyxwi.

Dear Editor,
As a Mississippian who
cares deeply about education, Trenton Winford’s Oct.
10 column supporting forprofit charter schools troubles me. His reduction of a
complex policy matter into
a superficial appeal for competition resembles the same
unsubstantiated debates that
I’ve witnessed on the Senate
floor in Jackson.   
Mr. Winford began his column by reminding us that the
primary goal of a business is
to maximize profit. I’ll begin
my critique by reminding
Mr. Winford that the primary
goal of a school is to deliver
an excellent education to all
of its students. These goals —
one driven by efficiency and
the other by equity — are unmistakably at odds.
To illustrate the at-oddness, consider some of the (I
think, essential) functions of
a school in Mississippi that
are neither efficient nor profit driven: school bus service,
after-school tutoring, high
school football, the homecoming parade, field trips
and the brick TVs on giant
roller carts for when teachers
are absent. Of course, many
for-profit charters avoid all of
those expenses because they
exist solely on the Internet.
Cyber charter schools,
which currently enroll around
200,000 students across the
country, make an easy buck
by spending thousands less
per pupil than they’re allocated by the state. In Pennsylvania, for example, online
charters receive an average
of more than $10,000 (and
hard-earned taxpayer dollars

Taylor McGraw
Ole Miss Alum (‘12)

662-236-3030

WILD

Monday
Madness

at that) per pupil, or double
what it actually costs them to
“educate” each pupil. One
such school, Agora Cyber
Charter School, expects $72
million in income this year
despite leaving 60 percent of
its students below proficiency
in reading and 50 percent below proficiency in math last
year. Only a third of online
charters nationwide meet
Adequate Yearly Progress
(That’s bad, even by Mississippi standards).
Non-profit charter schools
are a different story. While
their overall success varies
as much as district schools,
proven charter networks like
KIPP and Achievement First
have delivered extraordinary
results with student populations similar to those in failing
Mississippi schools. I teach at
one of four Success Academy
charter schools in Harlem,
which, out of 1,169 elementary and middle schools in
New York City, notched the
four highest scores in student
performance on the most recent Progress Report. Those
types of results would be impossible if we had any type of
profit motive.
Mr. Winford, I presume,
applied basic conservative
ideology to this issue without realizing that the type of
schools he’s encouraging actually wouldn’t be competing
fairly because they wouldn’t
be offering the same services
as traditional schools. They’d
simply be cutting corners to
maximize profit from taxpayer money while not delivering quality education.

1603 w. jackson ave.
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Grove cleanup for missions
The Baptist Student Union is using campus service projects to fund future mission trips.

THOMAS GRANING | The Daily Mississippian

Hugh Freeze soaks in Saturday’s win against Auburn.

REBELS,

For freshman defensive
tackle Issac Gross, Marry
making the big defensive
play in an important game
like this one came as no surprise.
“I was very excited for
big Mike to catch the interception,” Gross said. “Like
I said, big players, they rise
up in a time when we need
them, and that right there
ended the game.”
Redshirt freshman linebacker Denzel Nkemdiche
said for any that deserved to
make that play, it was Marry.
Up next for the Rebels is
a much needed off week,
followed by another chance
for a SEC win in Little Rock
against the Arkansas Razorbacks.
According to Scott, things
don’t get any easier just because the Rebels earned their
first conference win.
“It never gets easier,” he
said. “I mean, you’re going
to have to show up and play
hard. It’s the next step.”

continued from page 1

what stuck with head coach
Hugh Freeze after the win. It’s
the next step in Freeze’s attempt to completely rebuild
the Ole Miss football program.
“Words really don’t describe
the feeling in that locker room,
and in that stadium,” Freeze
said.
“For the better part of two
and a half years, the Rebel
fans, kids, players and administration have had to put up with
some disappointing times.
“We’re not there yet, nor do
we think we are, but today we
were. We were good enough
in four quarters to win an SEC
game.”
Freeze’s goal for the team
was to build on last week’s
game that saw the Rebels take
a fourth quarter 10-point lead,
but failed to hold on to it.
Ole Miss junior linebacker
Mike Marry made sure that
didn’t happen this week, as he
intercepted a pass from Auburn senior quarterback Clint
For continuing coverage of Ole
Moseley pass to give the Reb- Miss football, follow @thedm_
els the ball back with a seven- sports and @bennetthipp on
point lead.
Twitter.
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The Baptist Student Union cleans up the Grove after football games to help landscape services and raise money for mission trips.

BY CLANCY SMITH
clsmith3@go.olemiss.edu

Trash left in the Grove after
football games has reached
an all-time high, and the
Baptist Student Union (BSU)
is taking advantage of the
need to clean up to help raise
funds for summer mission
projects.
The BSU has been participating in the Grove Cleanup
program longer than any
other organization on campus. The program, which was
developed by The University of Mississippi Landscape
Services Department, began
in 2004.
“Before, we were using
small groups of contractors
made up of 10 or 15 people,
and it would take us six to
eight hours to clean it,” Ole
Miss Director of Landscaping Services Jeff McManus
said. “Then when groups
started showing up with large
numbers like the Baptist Student Union with 60, 80 or
100 kids, we were getting it
cleaned in an hour or two
hours max.”
Each student who helps on

behalf of the BSU raises $13
per hour, which goes toward
the Ole Miss BSU goal of
$9,000. Those funds, combined with money raised by
groups around the state, will
help the Mississippi Baptist
Convention send college
students on summer mission
trips at little to no cost for the
student. One student who
has benefited from the effort
is Ole Miss BSU President
Lanie King.
“I worked with a church
plant in June and July in New
York City, and this program
paid for my plane ticket to
go up there, which was a
huge chunk of my trip,” King
said. “I’m very grateful for
the money that was raised
through these types of fundraising things.”
This past year, students
from Ole Miss were able to
travel to Southeast Asia, Malaysia and the Dominican
Republic with money raised
through projects like the
Grove Cleanup.
King also noted that serving others is as important for
the BSU as raising money.
BSU members want to serve

the student body, as well as
the landscaping staff and the
Oxford community.
“That’s the reason we’re
here — to reach out on our
campus,” said Katie Davis,
co-chairman of missions for
the BSU.
The BSU saves the landscaping department money,
as well. Paying overtime to
regular employees is rarely
an issue, thanks to the students’ assistance. McManus
said it is also a morale booster to the landscaping staff to
have students helping out.
After the game against Texas, the BSU spent six hours
assisting the landscaping department as they cleaned up
close to 82 tons of garbage, a
record amount.
“I’m always impressed
with the character of the students and how they represent themselves,” McManus
said. “They’re here not only
representing Ole Miss as a
student, but themselves, the
BSU and what a high standard they work to.
“Most of them are working
for something bigger than
themselves, and that shows.”
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UM offers ‘super star’ opportunity for children at Le Bonheur
Students at Ole Miss are preparing for the first Dance Marathon to raise money for the local Children’s Miracle Network hospital at Le Bonheur Children’s Hospital in
Memphis.
BY LANIE KING
abking1@go.olemiss.edu

The University of Mississippi will host its first Dance
Marathon for the Children’s
Miracle Network in the
spring of 2013.
Dance Marathon is a nationwide philanthropy movement on college and high
school campuses to raise
money for their local Children’s Miracle Network
hospitals. Proceeds from
Ole Miss’ Dance Marathon,
called Rebel THON, will go
to Le Bonheur Children’s
Hospital in Memphis.
Martina Cotelo, senior
director of fundraising for
Rebel THON, heard about
Dance Marathon from an
Ole Miss graduate while in
Washington, D.C.
“Martina reached out to
me and got me involved, and
together we began this organization,” Adam Stanford,
senior co-president of Rebel
THON, said.
The fundraiser consists
of more than just the actual
dance marathon, Carson Otter, junior co-president of
Rebel THON, said.
“There are going to be fundraising events that we will
be putting on throughout the
year leading up to it.”
Stanford and Otter hope
everyone on campus gets involved with Rebel THON.

“At the actual event, we’re
thinking about splitting all
the groups up into different
color groups,” Stanford said.
“Maybe your sorority will
be teamed with Deaton Hall
teamed with Students for a
Green Campus. We’re trying
to break the boundaries of
organizations.”
Stanford, Otter and committee chairs of Rebel THON
are in the early stages of fundraising on campus. Ideas
include a 5K, car wash, bake
sale and asking for donations
in the Grove, Stanford said.
The group aims to have
the website online this week,
and organizations, and individuals can donate directly to
Rebel THON as well.
Rebel THON will be held
from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. Friday,
April 5, at the Powerhouse.
Otter said the name “Dance
Marathon” is somewhat misleading, since there is not really going to be much dancing.
“It could range from 12 to
48 hours of nonstop standing
and activities,” he said. “The
big thing about Dance Marathon is the kids. They’re super stars for that day.”
Students who want to serve
on any of the committees can
directly email RebelTHONFa m i l y Re l a t i o n s @ g m a i l .
com. Students can also follow Rebel THON on Twitter
or Facebook.

COURTESY REBEL THON

DUI DEFENSE
Preston Ray Garrett

Let our legal team work for you.

(662) 281-0438
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1205 Office Park Drive, Suite B • Oxford, MS 38655

ray@garrettfridayandgarner.com

Find us on Facebook at Garrett, Friday & Garner, PLLC
The above listing of these areas does not indicate certification of expertise therein
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OLE MISS HOMECOMING 2012

Sophomore maid Britt Buchanan and sopho- Sophomore maid Lauren Lindsey and junior
more baseball player Sam Smith.
baseball player Aaron Greenwood.

Homecoming Queen Courtney Pearson and
her father Commander Kerry Pearson.

Photos by Thomas Graning
and Austin McAfee

Junior maid Betsy Baird and senior football Junior maid Mary Ashton Nall and senior
player Andrew Ritter.
football player Tyler Campbell.

Freshman maid Amber Murphy and senior
track athlete Isiah Young.

Senior maid Mackenzie Lowery and sophomore track athlete Sam Kendricks.

THOMAS GRANING | The Daily Mississippian
Freshman maid Monica Williams and sophSenior maid Deonna Walton and senior bas(From Left to Right) ASB President Kimbrely Dandridge, UM Alumni President Richard Noble, Whitney Pearson, Kerry Pearson, Homecoming ketball player Murphey Holloway.
omore basketball player Jarvis Summers.
Queen Courtney Pearson and Cynthia McNutt Pearson.

A boy reaches out toward Natalie Wood,
who was voted most beautiful, during the
Homecoming parade Friday night.

Miss Ole Miss Margaret Ann Morgan and
Colonel Reb Austin Harrison during the
Homecoming parade Friday night.

The “There’s no Place Like Ole Miss” float by Phi Psi, Pi Alpha Kappa and Delta Gamma.

Class Portraits
The Ole Miss

SENIORS

Have you scheduled
your portrait?

October
15-19, 23,
25 & 26

Student Union
Photos taken from the 1983 Ole Miss Yearbook

Seniors need to schedule a senior portrait appointment at www.ouryear.com.
NEW school code: 141 or call 1-800-OUR-YEAR (1-800-687-9327).
Freshmen, sophomores and juniors do not schedule appointments; just show up and your photo will be taken on a walk-in basis.

TODAY: Room 405
Remaining days:
Room 412

9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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Sudoku #7
7 4 2 8
9 6 4
5

Sudoku #5
6 2 8 1
4 5 3 8
7 9 1 2
5 3 9 7
8 4 2 3
1 7 6 4
2 6 4 9
3 1 7 5
9 8 5 6

4 5 3 9
7 9 6 2
6 3 4 5
2 1 8 4
9 6 7 1
5 8 2 3
1 7 5 8
8 4 9 6
3 2 1 7

4
2

Sudoku #8
1 3 7 5
6 2 8 7
5 4 9 2
2 9 1 6
3 8 6 4
4 7 5 8
7 1 3 9
9 6 2 1
8 5 4 3
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Oxford, MS 38655
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7

intermediate
6
2

9
5
7
4
3
8

1

7 8
4 5
5 3
3 9
6 4
2 1
1 6
9 7
8 2

4 9
6 1
2 7
7 8
5 2
3 6
9 4
8 5
1 3

9
8
4
6
5
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Sudoku #3
6 5 2 3
3 9 7 2
4 8 1 6
2 6 4 1
8 1 3 9
9 7 5 8
5 2 8 7
1 3 6 4
7 4 9 5

Sudoku #6
6 5 7 3
8 2 4 1
3 9 1 8
5 8 9 4
4 6 2 9
7 1 3 6
2 4 5 7
1 3 6 5
9 7 8 2

3

8
6
5
9

Complete the grid so that
every row, column and 3x3
box contains the numbers 1
through 9 with no repeats.

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

6
4
5

2
7

8
3
9
1
5

6
8

2
4
5

6 9
4 1
3
7

2 4 8
9 5 3
6 1 7
5 8 4
7 2 1
3 9 6
8 6 2
4 3 5
1 7 9

4 9
5 6
7 2
2 1
3 7
8 5
6 3
9 8
1 4

5
2

Sudoku #4
7 9 5 8 2
2 8 1 5 6
3 4 6 7 9
1 3 2 6 4
5 4 3 7
6 7 9 1
7 3 2 5
2 8 1 3
1 9 4 8

9
4

5 4
7 6
8 5
9 2
1 8
4 7
6 3

8 2 1
7 3 9
6
3
1

3 1
4 7
1 2
5 9
8 6
2 4
6 8
9 5
7 3

6 4
3 9
8 5
7 8
1 2
5 3
9 1
4 7
2 6

Fill in the blank squares so that each row, each column and each

7
1
3
5

6 5
8 1
4 7
1 6
9 2
7 3
5 8
2 4
3 9

2 9
5 6

Want more puzzles?
Check out the “Just Right Crossword Puzzles” books at QuillDriverBooks.com

HOW TO PLAY

A piano is a piano is a piano is a piano.
-- Gertrude Steinway

7 5
8

6

3
9 7

1

9 1 3
3 7 2
5 2 9
8 3 5
4 5 8
2 6 4
6 9 1
7 8 6
1 4 7

1 7
2 8

9

©

2

SUDOKU
Sudoku
#3
Puzzles by KrazyDad

2 7
3 1
5 8
7 4
1 9
6 5

Intermediate Sudoku Puzzles by KrazyDad, Book 2

By Garry Trudeau
1
4
6
9
2
3
8

dooNesBury

1

large
1-topping

www.dOmiNOs.cOm

By J.c. duffy

dilBerT

3
4
2

delivery
or pick up
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NewsWatch at 5 p.m.
Mon. - Fri. on Channel 99
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COLUMN: CD REVIEW

Coheed and Cambria ascend with ‘The Afterman: Ascension’
BY JOSH PRESLEY
joshpresley551@gmail.com

New York prog-rockers
Coheed and Cambria can be
a tough sell. They combine
a plethora of different styles,
with influences ranging from
Rush to Iron Maiden to The
Band.
Their albums are concept
albums, based on an epic science-fiction story conjured
up by lead vocalist/guitarist
Claudio Sanchez, so sometimes their music is a bit out
there.
All of that is why I love
them, and, hey, they have
a new album out, so it’s an
opportune time for me to tell
you what I think of it.
“The Afterman: Ascension” was released this past
Tuesday, and it’s a major
step forward — and maybe
a minor step sideways — for
Coheed and Cambria.
The band’s last album,
2010’s “Year of the Black
Rainbow,” didn’t exactly
blow up my skirt. In fact, I
don’t think I ever even listened to the whole thing. Except for a few tracks, it was
dull and uninspired and a
long way from the magic of
their previous albums.
“The Afterman: Ascension,” which is the first part
of a double album (the second part, logically “Descension,” will be released next
year), corrects quite a few of
the problems that plagued its
predecessor but creates one
or two new ones.
For starters, it’s a lot shorter. There are only nine songs
(not counting iTunes bonus

Courtesy Hundred Handed/Everything Evil

tracks and such), and unlike their previous epic-filled
albums, only three of the
tracks run over five minutes.
More than half the songs are
less than four minutes. That’s
normal for most bands, but
Coheed is known for some
pretty lengthy numbers.

So, in a way it feels like
we’re getting less product,
but it also makes the record
more accessible.
The album opens with a
nice little instrumental, “The
Hollow,” before kicking into
high gear with the first single
“Key Entity Extraction I:

Domino the Destitute,” and
the Iron Maiden licks come
out early.
Also the longest song on
the album, “Domino,” is actually a nice microcosm of
Coheed’s music as a whole:
an epic song with intricate
guitars, out-there lyrics and a

few guttural chants for good
measure.
Next up is the title track,
“The Afterman,” and it’s a
nice mid-tempo ballad that
reminded me of a less overthe-top version of one of
their previous songs, “The
Road and the Damned.”
After that is “Mothers of
Men,” which has some cool
moments (like an interesting female-backing vocal)
but doesn’t really do it for
me as a song. “Goodnight,
Fair Lady” fares better and
sounds like a more laid-back
“Blood Red Summer” from
“In Keeping Secrets of Silent
Earth: 3.”
The “Key Entity Extraction” series that closes the
album contains its hardestrocking song, “Vic the Butcher,” and the vocally complex
“Evagria the Faithful.”
It all ends, for now, with
“Subtraction,” which is a
gorgeous blend of acoustic
guitars, light electronic beats
and soaring vocal harmonies. Perhaps “Subtraction”
is meant to be the calm before the storm, as we still
have another half of the album coming early next year.
“The Afterman: Ascension” may not be totally
satisfying, and it definitely
leaves you wanting more,
but I’m thinking that was the
point. It gets you excited for
the next chapter and provides some great tunes along
the way.
Hopefully no one points
out to Claudio and friends
that “descension” isn’t a
word before the next album
is released.
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FOOTBALL,

continued from page 12

AUSTIN MCAFEE | The Daily Mississippian

Members of the men’s and women’s basketball teams watch the dunk contest during the inaugural Square Jam Friday night.

SQUARE JAM,
continued from page 12

petition. Peggie Gillom, the
all-time leading scorer and
rebounder in Ole Miss women’s basketball history, Keith
Carter, a former All-American in men’s basketball and a
student selected by Rebel Rewards judged the competition.
Sophomore forward Aaron
Jones took home first place as
he jumped over a student in
the final round. Earlier, Jones

impressed the crowd with a
dunk from the free throw line.
Junior forward Jason Carter
finished second. His best
dunk was a windmill on alleyoop from Millinghaus.
Michael Thompson, the senior associate athletic director
for marketing and communications, said Square Jam exceeded his expectations.
“One of the most important
things we can do as marketers,
to promote these teams, is to
get them out into the community and personalize them,”
Thompson said.

CLASSIFIEDS INFORMATION

The university will look to
continue Square Jam as an
opening to the basketball season in future years. According
to Hudspeth and Thompson,
they will look to add more
seating and lighting, plus porta-potties and possibly a video
board for more people to see.
Both teams will open the
regular season with a doubleheader on Friday, Nov. 9. The
men will have an exhibition
game on Monday, Nov. 5,
against Montevallo.
For continuing coverage of Ole
Miss football, follow @thedm_
sports and @Tyler_RSR on TwitOct14_MCAN_46Web
ter.

halftime.
Ole Miss had the first possession in the second half and
took full advantage of it, going
73 yards in four plays, capped
by a one-yard touchdown run
by Wallace.
Auburn and Ole Mis exchanged a pair of field goals,
but the Rebels couldn’t seem
to put the Tigers away. The
tension in Vaught-Hemingway
Stadium kept elevating until
Ole Miss got its break.
With around five minutes
left to play, Wallace found junior running back Jeff Scott
on a 55-yard touchdown pass.
Scott looked like he was going
to be brought to the ground,
but he rolled over the Auburn
defender and scampered to
the end zone for the score.
“We’ll just call that touchdown Jesus,” Freeze said. “But
that’s what you do. You play
until the whistle blows, and
that’s what he did. I never feel
good about replays, but I had
a total peace about that one. I
don’t know why. I just felt like
‘this one is going for us,’ and
it did.”
Scott said he knew the play
was important and was just
trying to make a play for his
team.
“I thought about two years
ago when Auburn was playing
in the National Championship

To place your ad in The Daily Mississippian Classifieds section, visit:
http://www.thedmonline.com/classifieds.

Classified ads must be prepaid. All major credit cards accepted.
RATES:
- $0.25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run

Additional Features (Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $0.50 per word

To place your ad online: www.thedmonline.com/classifieds
The DM reserves the right to refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

201 BISHOP HALL 662.915.5503
roommate wanted
Female Roommate Wanted Subleasing 1 Bed 1 Bath ASAP. 10 min. walk
from Square, 5 min. drive from campus.
Please call/ text (720)273-9952

House for Rent
3BR/2BA House Fenced Yard, Garage, Fireplace, 3 miles to campus.
Available December. $800/ month. Call
251-769-2557

Condo for Rent
Beautiful 3 bedroom / 2 bath
condo for rent at Turnberry. Newly
renovated. Stainless steel appliances,
granite countertops, washer & dryer.
Gated community, swimming pool, hot
tub, tennis court, work-out room, cable
and internet included. Just blocks from
campus. $1,300.00 per month. Call
662/513-5005 or 662/202-6785 for more
information.
3 Bd 3 ba, close to campus $1150
mo, also for sale $99k. Tena, ReMax
Legacy (662)801-5784

Weekend Rental
FOOTBALL WEEKENDS, Visiting Parents GUEST COTTAGE 2 BR 2.5 Baths,
newly furnished Call 917-992-1129

Oxford Weekends All football
weekends available! Short-term rentals
including event weekends. www.oxfordtownhouse.com (662)801-6692

Miscellaneous
Pregnancy Test Center Pregnancy Testing... Limited Ultrasounds...
Facts, Options, and Support... No insurance required... Free and Confidential
www.pregnancyoxford.com (662)2344414
ADULT RENTAL COSTUMES 4,500 in
stock. Jo’s Auto Clean Up and Costume
Shop. 2524 East University M-F 9:005:00 (662)234-8826

Reach 2.2 Million Readers Across The State Of Mississippi
Business Opportunity

E m p l o y m e n t-T r u c k i n g

Medical Supplies

FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY.
Inside Major Retailer.
Call for Details: 866-622-4591.
Or email:
franchiseopportunity@hotmail.com

AVERITT KEEPS YOUR WHEELS
ROLLING! Hiring CDL-A Drivers and
Recent Grads - Great Benefits. Weekly
Hometime & Paid Training. Apply Now!
888-362-8608. AVERITTcareers.com
Equal Opportunity Employer.
DRIVER - $0.03 Enhanced Quarterly
Bonus! Get paid for any portion you
qualify for: safety, production, MPG. CDLA, 3 months current OTR experience.
800-414-9569. www.driveknight.com
DRIVERS - CDL-A DRIVERS NEEDED!
50¢ per mile for Hazmat teams. Solos
start @ 36¢/mile. 1 year experience
required. 800-942-2104, Ext 7308 or
7307. www.Drive4Total.com
DRIVERS - Class “A” CDL Holders
Needed in the Columbia, Meridian,
Roxie, Taylorsville, Vicksburg and Yazoo
City areas. Home daily, paid by load.
Paid orientation, benefits and bonuses.
Forest Products Transports. 800-9255556.
Drivers - CRST offers the Best Lease
Purchase Program
SIGN ON BONUS!
•No down payment or credit check
•Great Pay
•Class “A” CDL required
Owner Operators Welcome
Call: 866-581-0925
FedEx GROUND CONTRACTOR out of
Olive Branch, MS Needing Solo & Team
Drivers. OTR, Home Weekly, Good Pay,
A & T Endorsements, 1 year OTR
Experience, Clean MVR. Call 662-8013448.
SEC TRUCK DRIVER TRAINING. CDL
and refresher classes start every Monday.
Financing available for those who qualify,
jobs available now! Call 1-877-2858621 Mon. - Fri., 8 am - 5 pm.

ATTENTION DIABETICS with Medicare.
Get a FREE Talking Meter and diabetic
supplies at NO COST, plus FREE home
delivery! Best of all, this meter eliminates
painful finger pricking! Call 888-7612348.

C l a s s e s -T r a i n i n g
AIRLINES ARE HIRING - Train for
hands on Aviation Career. FAA approved
program. Financial aid if qualified - Job
placement assistance. CALL Aviation
Institute of Maintenance 866-455-4317.
ATTEND COLLEGE ONLINE from
home. •Medical •Business •Criminal
Justice •Hospitality. Job placement assistance. Computer available. Financial
Aid if qualified.
SCHEV authorized.
Call 888-899-6914.
www.CenturaOnline.com

CDL TRAINING
Over 200,000 truck driving jobs are
available across the country. Want a
career that gives you the open road?
Antonelli College
now offers CDL training.
Be on the road in as little as 5 weeks!
Contact us today for more information.

1-888-647-2523
enrollantonelli.com

Part-time
BARTENDING $250/ Day Potential
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. 1-800-965-6520 Ext 155
studentpayouts.com Paid Survey
Takers Needed In Oxford. 100% FREE
To Join! Click On Surveys.
Hub at Oxford is now hiring leasing super stars. If you have a popping
personality and the drive to succeed, we
want to talk to YOU! E-mail resume/ interest to YvonneM@HubAtOxford.com

Employment- General
Earn Up to $75,000. FT/PT. Positions
available NOW. Training provided.
Pharmacy / Dental Discount Plans. Call
NOW for Special Bonus!!! 1-877-3087959 ext 224.
SIGN ON BONUS UP TO $15,000.
Immediate openings: Elite Training •Navy
Seal and Navy Diver •Air Rescue
•Explosive Ordanance. CALL (800) 8527621.
THE MS DISPLAY ADVERTISING NETWORK can target your advertising to any
area of the state with one phone call. An
affordable, low-cost way to reach over 1
million readers of Mississippi newspapers.
Call MS Press at 601-981-3060.

For Sale, Misc.
CHURCH FURNITURE: Does your
church need pews, pulpit set, baptistery,
steeple, windows? Big Sale on new cushioned pews and pew chairs. 1-800-2318360. www.pews1.com

Services
DIVORCE with or without
Children $99.
Includes name change and property
settlement agreement. SAVE hundreds.
Fast and easy.
Call 1-888-733-7165 24/7.
CANADA DRUG CENTER is your choice
for safe and affordable medications. Our
licensed Canadian mail order pharmacy
will provide you with savings up to 90
percent on all your medication needs.
Call Today 888-695-6148 for $25.00 off
your first prescription and free shipping.
DISH
NETWORK. Starting at
$19.99/month PLUS 30 premium movie
channels FREE for 3 months! SAVE! & ask
about SAME DAY installation! Call 888471-1216.
DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR
BOAT TO HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND.
Free 3 Day Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free
Towing, All Paperwork Taken Care Of.
866-549-3390.
SAVE on Cable TV-Internet-Digital
Phone. Packages start at $89.99/month
(for 12 months). Options from ALL major
service providers. Call Acceller today to
learn more! CALL 1-877-678-1932.

STUMPS?
50% Discount
Limited Time Only!
Visit our website
www.stumpsunlimited.com
for details and appointment
or call
Craig Sterling

601-248-9399

Week of October 14, 2012
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and the same thing happened
to Michael Dyer, so when he
turned me over I just tried to
push up and kept running,”
Scott said. “I didn’t hear a
whistle, so I just kept running.”
Ole Miss secured the victory
when junior linebacker Mike
Marry intercepted Moseley on
the first play of the drive and
returned it 38 yards to the Auburn 31-yard line.
“We were in man coverage, and as the strong-side
linebacker, I had the running
back,” Marry said. “(The running back) went to the other
side, so I have the freedom
to roam and just the quarterback’s eyes. The safeties and
corners had everyone covered, so he had to try to force
a play. He threw it almost right
to me.”
Wallace put the game away
with another touchdown run,
this time from two yards out,
to bring the score to 41-20.
Wallace became the first
player in Ole Miss history with
a passing, rushing and receiving touchdown in the same
game. He finished 17-of-22
on the day for 226 yards and
a touchdown and also carried
the ball 15 times for 39 yards
and two touchdowns.
“He was 17-for-22 and protected the football and also
ran a couple of touchdowns,”
Freeze said. “We had talked
about improving things we
were not doing well, and I
think he’s making strides in
the right direction.”
On the ground, the Rebels
were once again led by Scott,
who carried the ball 21 times
for 137 yards. Scott also added
three receptions for 70 yards
and a touchdown.
“He’s a guy we’ve got to get
the football and get touches,”
Freeze said. “He’s proven to
be a guy who takes care of the
football when he is asked to
carry it and to be effective in
what we do with him. So we
are real pleased with his game
and his maturity.”
The Rebels enter their bye
week and will hit the road to
take on SEC foe Arkansas
in Little Rock the following
week. Freeze is looking forward to hitting the recruiting
trail and get some time for his
team to rest up and heal after
seven grinding weeks to start
the season.
“I want to go recruit,” Freeze
said. “I want to get on the road
and go recruiting and see
some guys, and I want to see
our guys get healthy. This is
a good time to have a break.
We had some kids play today
that are hurting, and I think
it comes at a good time right
now. Our staff wants to go recruit, and it is a great time to
go recruit after winning an
SEC game.”
For continuing coverage of Ole
Miss football, follow @thedm_
sports and @SigNewton_2 on
Twitter.
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O L E M I S S S P O RT S I N F O R M AT I O N

Lady Rebels earn weekend sweep
FRIDAY: OLE MISS 1,
VANDERBILT 0
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Jessica Hiskey had a triumphant
homecoming on Friday night
as the freshman scored her
first career goal on Friday
night to propel Ole Miss (11-5,
4-5 SEC) to a 1-0 victory over
Vanderbilt (5-6-5, 2-3-4 SEC)
and kick-off a weekend road
trip for the Rebels.
Hiskey, a Nashville native,
notched her goal in the 43rd
minute as the defender went
on the attack for the Rebels
and put the ball in the net to
put Ole Miss on the board.
The halftime lead would hold
through the second half as the
Rebels picked up the win.
It marks the seventh shutout
victory of the season for Ole
Miss and second straight as the
Rebels shutout Kentucky in a
2-0 victory this past Sunday.
Ole Miss out-shot the Commodores 12-to-4 for the match.
“This was a great win tonight.
It’s always tough on the road in
the SEC,” said Ole Miss head
coach Matthew Mott. “We beat
a good Vanderbilt team tonight. We’re really happy with
the shutout and the way the
team fought for 90 minutes. It
was a great goal from Jessica
Hiskey there in the first half
to get us on the board and the
defense played well to help us
pick up the win.”
Ole Miss got off to a quick
start on the Commodores, applying pressure with the offense
as the Rebels out-shot Vanderbilt 7-to-1 in the first half. Ole
Miss took five shots before the
home-standing `Dores got their
only shot of the half as the Rebels came out of the gates firing.
Hiskey got the Rebels on the
board in the 43rd minute when
she drilled a shot from 24 yards
out that went in low at the far
post. The goal was the first for
the attacking defender who is
the reigning SEC Freshman of
the Week.
Ole Miss led 1-0 at the half.
The Rebel offense continued
to press the Commodores in
the second half, while sophomore goalkeeper Kelly McCormick and the Ole Miss defense continued to hold on to
the shutout down the stretch
and pick up the victory.
McCormick posted a pair of
saves on Vanderbilt’s four shots
as the Ole Miss defense limited
Vanderbilt’s scoring chances
on the night.
SUNDAY: OLE MISS 2,
SOUTH CAROLINA 1
COLUMBIA, S.C. - A pair
of goals from Samantha Sanders and Rafaelle Souza paced
the Rebel offense on Sunday
and led to a weekend sweep
of road contests as Ole Miss
(12-5, 5-5 SEC) defeated South
Carolina (5-7-4, 2-5-3 SEC) by
a score of 2-1.
Ole Miss defeated Vander-

bilt 1-0 on Friday night to start
off the weekend as the Rebels
have now won three straight
matches - two by shutout.
The Rebels will now return
home to close out the home
portion of the schedule with a
pair of matches next weekend
against LSU on Friday night at
7:30 p.m. and Tennessee at 1
p.m. on Sunday afternoon in a
match televised by SportSouth.
“This was a great win and
I am so happy with this team
and the character, heart and
determination they showed today,” said Ole Miss head coach
Matthew Mott. “For us to get
a second goal before halftime
was huge, and we held on and
fought like crazy in the second
half to pick up the win.
“We’ve been really good in
the second half when we have a
lead,” Mott said. “I’m proud of
the effort. It’s been a long time
coming (grabbing a weekend
sweep on the road). Picking up
six points in the standings on
the road is huge in this league.”
Ole Miss picked up where it
left off on Friday night with a
pressing offense that out-shot
the host Gamecocks 7-to-3 in
the first period. The pressure
paid off with the Rebels picking up a pair of goals in the first
period.
Souza got the Rebels on the
board when the junior took a
cross inside the six-yard box
from senior Alix Hildal and
drilled it in the net to put Ole
Miss on top 1-0. It was the 11th
goal of the season for Sousa
who now leads the Rebels and
the Southeastern Conference in
goals. Souza tallied nine goals
last season as a sophomore.
South Carolina answered
in the 28th minute as Taylor
Leach scored her first goal of
the season to knot the score
at one. Carolina Gray flicked
a header to Leach off a corner
kick from Andie Romness that
Leach converted into a gametying score.
The score didn’t remain tied
for long, as Sanders broke the
stalemate five minutes later.
The freshman defender
made a heads up play when to
give the Rebels the 2-1 lead in
the 33rd minute. Mandy McCalla took a ball from Brooke
Theobald and headed it toward
the goal. The ball hit the crossbar and deflected back into the
box where Sanders lined it up
on goal and buried it in the net
to put Ole Miss on top at the
half.
Sophomore goalkeeper Kelly
McCormick and the Rebel defense did the job in the second
half, clamping down to keep
the Gamecocks out of the goal
on the way to the win. South
Carolina out-shot the Rebels
7-to-6 in the second period, but
Ole Miss posted the shutout in
the second half to pick up the
win.

O L E M I S S S P O RT S I N F O R M AT I O N

Volleyball drops two on the road
FRIDAY: NO. 11 FLORIDA 3, OLE MISS 0
Ole Miss junior outside hitter Kara Morgan had teamhighs of 11 kills and eight
digs Friday night, but it wasn’t
enough, as the Rebels (8-9, 2-6
Southeastern Conference) fell
on the road at No. 11 Florida,
3-0 (14-25, 12-25, 22-25).
“Hats off to Florida for a
well-played match,” Ole Miss
head coach Joe Getzin said.
“Florida is a tough place to
play with a great atmosphere.
We couldn’t slow down Živa
Recek. We did a better job
in set three, but we’ll have to
put this one behind us and get
ready for another tough match
against Georgia on Sunday.”
Morgan recorded eight of
her 11 kills in the match’s third
and final set, and six of her
eight digs. Senior setter Amanda Philpot had a team-high
23 assists. Freshman middle
blocker Ty Laporte was second
on the team with six kills. It
was the fifth straight match of
six or more kills for the Irmo,
S.C., native.
Florida raced out to a 10-2
lead to open the first set, but
Ole Miss regrouped and cut
the lead to three points at 107, which prompted a timeout
from the home standing Gators. Florida responded out of
the break by scoring 15 of the
final 22 points in the set to take
it 25-14.
The Gators (14-2, 8-0 SEC),
which are the SEC’s lone unbeaten team in conference
play, took the second set by a
count of 25-12.
Florida jumped out to a 7-1
lead to start the third set, but
the Rebels rallied following
a timeout and cut the Gators’
lead to two at 11-9 before a
Florida timeout. The Rebels

took the lead on four separate
occasions in the third set, and
tied the match at 22 points
apiece. The Gators would
score the final three points in
the set though, and take the set
25-22.
Ole Miss will hit the court
again Sunday at 12:30 p.m. CT
against the Georgia Bulldogs
(10-7, 4-4 SEC). Georgia enters
Sunday’s match coming off a
3-0 victory over Auburn on
Friday night.
Ole Miss is 14-37 all-time
against Georgia, and is 9-9
against the Bulldogs in the
Getzin Era. The Rebels are 3-3
against the Bulldogs in Athens,
Ga., dating back to 2006. UGA
middle blocker Jasmine Eaton
is the reigning SEC Freshman
of the Week after recording
nine kills and a season-high
eight blocks at LSU, and five
kills, six digs and four blocks
against Tennessee.
SUNDAY: GEORGIA 3,
OLE MISS 2
Ole Miss freshman middle
blocker Ty Laporte recorded a
season-high 20 kills Sunday afternoon, but the Rebels (8-10,
2-7 Southeastern Conference)
fell 3-2 (25-20, 22-25, 25-23,
9-25, 10-15) at Georgia.
“We had a great performance
out of Ty Laporte today,” Ole
Miss volleyball head coach Joe
Getzin said. “When we passed
the ball and were in system,
she did a great job of finding
the open areas of the court and
attacking. We have to continue
to pass the ball so we can keep
our middles attacking.”
Laporte finished with an
attacking percentage of .515
after recording 20 kills on 33
attempts and committing just
three errors. Laporte also had
four block assists.
Senior setter Amanda Phil-

pot had her seventh doubledouble of the season with 35
assists and 16 digs. The Cincinnati, Ohio, native was just
three kills shy of her third
triple-double, as she finished
with seven kills for the match.
Senior libero Ashley Veach
had 23 digs, while sophomore
defensive specialist Rachael
McLamore had a career-high
21 digs.
The Rebels took set one by
a score of 25-20 after Laporte
put down seven kills. Laporte’s
seven kills marked the sixth
straight match that she has recorded six or more kills.
Ole Miss rallied late in the
second set, paced again by
Laporte who had a team-high
five kills, but it wasn’t quite
enough. The Rebels tied the
set at 22-22, but Georgia (11-7,
5-4 SEC) regrouped to score
the final three points of the
set to take it 25-22 and tie the
match at one set apiece.
The Rebels won the third set
25-23, as Laporte added six
more kills and Philpot passed
out 13 assists. Ole Miss took an
8-7 lead in the set and never
trailed again. Georgia would
fight back and tie the set on
two separate occasions, including at 22-22, but Ole Miss
scored three of the set’s final
four points to take a 2-1 lead in
the match.
It was all Georgia in the
fourth set, as the Bulldogs
jumped out to an early lead
and never let down, winning
the set 25-9 and forcing a deciding fifth game.
Georgia jumped out to a
9-3 lead to start the fifth set.
Ole Miss cut the deficit down
to four, but could not get any
closer as Georgia went on to
win the fifth set 15-10, and the
match, 3-2.
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Rebels take THE next step

Inaugural Square Jam a success
The men’s and women’s basketball teams kicked off their first
practice of the year on the Square Friday night for the first
ever Square Jam, which featured slam dunk and three-point
competitions.

For the first time since 2010, Ole Miss players and fans could celebrate a Southeastern
Conference win, as the Rebels snapped a 16-game conference losing streak with a 41-20 win
over Auburn. Ole Miss has a bye week before taking on Arkansas in Little Rock.

BY TYLER BISCHOFF

tfibischo@go.olemiss.edu

AUSTIN MCAFEE | The Daily Mississippian

Junior running back Jeff Scott

BY MATT SIGLER
mcsigler@go.olemiss.edu

It had been 741 days since
Ole Miss had the opportunity to celebrate a Southeastern Conference win. A lot has
changed since then, most notably a coaching change that saw
Hugh Freeze take the reins of
the football program.
On Saturday afternoon,
Freeze earned the first SEC win
of his young coaching career
and Ole Miss (4-3, 1-2 SEC)
ended a 16-game conference
losing streak in a 41-20 win
against Auburn (1-5, 0-4 SEC).
“Obviously, words really
cannot describe the feeling in
that locker room and in the
stadium,” Freeze said. “For the
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With the start of basketball season less than a month
away, the Ole Miss athletics
department generated excitement with Square Jam.
On Friday night, following
the homecoming parade,
the men’s and women’s basketball teams began practice
for the season outside on the
Square, where a portable
basketball court was set up in
front of City Hall, along with
lights, speakers and a smoke
machine.
The event drew around
2,000 spectators, according
to marketing coordinator
Brandon Hudspeth. Those in
attendance had a chance to
see the basketball teams in a
unique environment.
“People hung around afterwards and talked to players,
got pictures with players or
autographs,” said Hudspeth,
who also served as event
coordinator. “It created this
excitement that Ole Miss athletics is really committed to
having successful men’s and
women’s basketball teams.”
The two teams competed in
a three-point contest, a game
of knockout and a slam dunk
contest.
For the three-point contest, there were four teams,
each with a member from the
men’s and women’s teams.
Senior guard Nick Williams
and freshman guard Gracie
Frizzell beat out freshman
forward Anthony Perez-Cortesia and junior guard Valencia McFarland to win the
event. The other two teams

better part of two and a half
years, the Rebel fans and students and players and administration have had to put up with
some disappointing times.
“We’re not there yet, nor do
we think we are, but today, we
were. We were good enough
in four quarters to win an SEC
game. We’re sure we sound
overly emotional, but one of
the things our staff wants so
badly to give to the Rebel fans
is some good times.”
After suffering a heartbreaking loss to Texas A&M a week
earlier, no one really knew how
the Rebels would respond.
With just over five minutes
to go in the first half, Ole Miss
had answered those questions,
quickly jumping out to an early
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by Friday, Oct. 19!

14-0 lead when sophomore
quarterback Bo Wallace scored
his first touchdown of the day
when he caught a 25-yard pass
from senior running back Randall Mackey on a trick play.
Sophomore defensive end C.J.
Johnson then fell on a ball in the
end zone for a touchdown after the Auburn center snapped
the ball over the head of junior
quarterback Clint Moseley.
“When it was coming down,
I was like, ‘Oh my gosh, I have
to catch this ball,’” Wallace said
of his touchdown catch.
The Tigers responded with
17 unanswered points, including a pair of touchdowns on
the ground from sophomore
running back Tre Mason, who
scored on runs of one yard
and six yards, and a field goal,
before Ole Miss tacked on a
Bryson Rose field goal of its
own to tie things going into
See FOOTBALL, PAGE 10

THOMAS GRANING | The Daily Mississippian

Freshman Terry Brutus dunks during the
inaugural Square Jam Friday night.

were sophomore guard Jarvis
Summers and senior guard
Maggie McFerrin and junior
guard Marshall Henderson and junior guard Diara
Moore.
Five students and another
Rebel fan competed with
three men and women players in a game of knockout.
Freshman guard Derrick
Millinghaus won the competition, but one student did
make it to the final three.
The students and the fan that
competed were selected by
interacting on Twitter with
Rebel Rewards.
The night was capped
off by the slam dunk comSee SQUARE JAM, PAGE 10
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